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Company: RSK Group

Location: Crewe

Category: other-general

Up and Under Ltd, a member of RSK Group, are an engineering consultancy, undertaking

inspections and surveys of various buildings, bridges and other structures within the

transportation, utilities and building sectors. We now have unique opportunities for

a Trainee Bridge Inspector within our team in Crewe, Cheshire.Full training will be provided to

enable you to undertake inspections, surveys and investigations of various structures.

Working closely with other team members, your job may involve working at height or in

confined spaces, so you will need to have a reasonable level of fitness. When you are in the

office your time will be spent assisting with the preparation for projects and reports for our

clients.Responsibilities:Assisting with the preparation of projectsCarrying out works in

accordance with the project brief and instructions from the Project ManagerMaintaining

accurate records of actions during worksAssisting with the preparation of reportsAdherence

to company safety, environment and quality management system procedures and safety

culture.The role will involve a combination of office and site-based tasks with this

balance varying dependent on company needs and current project profile. Candidates will need to

be prepared for working away from home on a regular basis with travel throughout the UK,

thus a clean full UK driving licence is essential. Night and weekend work will be required on

occasion.Qualifications and Experience:No previous experience is required; however

candidates will need to have an interest in developing a career in the engineering

sector.Essential Requirements:Full UK driving licenceAbility to work as part of a

teamOrganised and motivated self-starterStrong attention to detailGood time keepingA good

level of fitnessMotivated to achieve professional developmentA desire to embark on an
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exciting career pathComply with our drug and alcohol policyDesired requirements:GCSEs or

equivalent in Maths and EnglishCommunication and presentation skills, both written and

oralIT skills including MS OfficeAn interest in civil engineering#Environmental #Geoscience

#environmentaljobsRSK will not accept unsolicited CVs from agencies other than RSK PSL

or Secondary agencies.
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